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For this “Stone Maison” project, Ken 
Linsteadt Architects brought an old-world 
European aesthetic to the Los Altos Hills 
in California. Principal Ken Linsteadt 
says that his clients wanted a home that 
had “traditional bones of a Provençal 
farmhouse, but with very clean lines and 
modern touches.” They also asked for easy 
access to the outdoors to accommodate 
their three active children. Using a variety 
of materials in contrasting situations, 
Linsteadt delivered a studied interplay of 
indoor and outdoor spaces that also man-
ages to engage the surrounding landscape. 

How did you accommodate the cli-
ents’ request for a space that 
was both rustic and modern? 

I think that this house does strike a nice bal-
ance between vernacular and contemporary. 
We used very tactile materials—stone 
cladding, recycled barn beams, recycled 
terra-cotta roof tiles, antique limestone 
paving, recycled-oak floor planks—and 
contrasted these with thin steel windows 
and doors as well as modern lighting, clean 
cast-concrete countertops, modern 
plumbing fixtures, and clean-line furniture.

The stonework in particular is pervasive 
throughout the design. How did you decide 
to use that material for the exterior? 

The house was originally intended to 
be a stucco house with only the “tower” 
element (to the right of the entry door) 
being clad in stone. After we saw how 
beautiful the stonework was turning 
out, the owners decided that the whole 
house just had to be clad in stone.  

What did you do to reinforce the 
connection between the inte-
rior and exterior spaces?

The courtyard design helped achieve the 
indoor-outdoor spatial experience. The 
house was divided into public and private 
wings and organized around a U shape. The 
living room occupies the bottom of the 
U, with the kitchen / family room making 
up one side of the U and the bedroom 
making up the other. This courtyard 
space has a generous overhang at the 
living-room façade, which also acts as 
a covered breezeway connecting the 
public/private sides of the house. aZ
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Large glass doors blur the lines be-
tween this courtyard and living room, 

and clean-line , brightly colored furniture 
brings a contemporary feel to the oth-

erwise warm, rustic interior space.
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Stone cladding, recycled barn beams, ter-
ra-cotta roof tiles, and antique limestone 

paving set an old-world feel to the building, 
contrasted by bold steel windows and doors. 

Laying a Solid Foundation
“They used to say that once they pulled 

the construction supports from under a 
gothic arch, if it stood for five minutes 
it would stand for five hundred years,” 
says Jesse Carrington, president of 
Carrington Stonemasons. This anec-
dote speaks to the California-based 
company’s driving philosophy. “We 
lay every stone with the notion that 
it will be there for at least 500 years. 
That means that not only does it 
have to be structurally sound, but it 
also has to have enduring design.”

Carrington offers installation of a 
high variety of stone and brickwork for 
projects including fireplaces, stone 
walls, patios, pizza ovens, and arches. 
In order to make sure that the design 
will be lasting, the company always 
does its homework before beginning a 
new project. “Before one stone is laid, 
we make sure that it is exactly in line 
with the architect’s vision and that 
there is a sound design principle behind 
the stone concept,” Carrington says. 

For example, when working with Ken 
Lindsteadt Architects on the “Stone 
Maison” Los Altos Hills project, the 
team traveled and trained throughout 
the south of France to study indig-
enous stonework, enabling them to 
recreate a Provençal rustic stone 
wall on the property. “The house is 
absolutely stunning,” Carrington 
says. “The amount of stone on the 
exterior makes it a statement piece.”

With a strong attention to history un-
derpinning its work, it’s no surprise that 
Carrington goes to extra lengths to en-
sure authenticity. This dedication yields 
both happy clients and employees who 
take pride in their timeless creations. aZ 
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